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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this paper is to present a new interpolation formula for bivariate 
functions together with a brief discussion of its properties, including some error 
analysis, its relationship to other interpolation formulas, and an indication of how it 
can be generalized. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this note a natural tensor-product interpolation formula is introduced 
and some of its properties discussed. An expression for the error is derived, 
and an invariance property of this error established. Finally, the method is 
related to both some classical and some modern applications. 
1. THE INTERPOLATION FORMULA 
2 
Let a bivariant function f(x, y) and two sets {Li} and {Kt} (i= 1, 
,...,m; i=1,2 , . . .,n) of linear functionals be given such that each Li 
operates on univariate functions of x and each Kj operates on univariate 
functions of y. Furthermore, assume the commutativity (or consistency) 
conditions 
L&f = KiL,f (1) 
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hold for all i, i. Denote by F the m X n matrix defined by F= (L&f) and F + 
its pseudo-inverse. If we define the vectors of univariate functions in x and y 
bY 
K=(K,f&f,...&,f) 
respectively, we may form the function 
T(f)=t(x,y)=KF+L’. (4) 
We call this function the natural tensor-product interpolant of the function 
f (x, y) with respect to the two systems of linear functionals { Li} and { Ki}. 
REMARKS. One of the essential differences between this and ordinary 
tensor-product interpolation is that in the latter, the space of functions is 
most often specified prior to the specific function being interpolated-for 
example, product spaces of polynomials, splines, etc. ad infinitum. Here the 
interpolating space is defined (with no choice) directly in terms of the 
specific function for which the interpolation is to be done. Because of this, 
the formula above, as we indicate below, has a number of stronger properties 
not shared by other types of tensor-product methods. 
2. ORDINARY TENSOR-PRODUCT INTERPOLATION 
Ordinary finite-dimensional tensor-product interpolation methods are 
based on combining well-set “lower-dimensional” interpolation methods; 
specifically, in this context, univariate interpolation methods. In terms of the 
linear functionals { Li} and a given m-dimensional subspace V, of univariate 
functions in X, the associated univariate interpolation problem is most 
conveniently solved using a “cardinal basis” { cp,(x)} in V’, i.e., a set of 
independent functions with the property Li((pi) = aii, i,i= 1,2,. . . ,m. The 
system {L,,q+} is commonly referred to as a biorthogonal system [4]. The 
relevant interpolant of a function f(x) is given explicitly by the linear 
combination 
pf=g(x)= tjlLiCf )%(‘I* (5) 
F.. is a projection operator (linear and idempotent) taking univariate func- 
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tions of x into the finite-dimensional space V, subject to the interpolation of 
the data { Ltf} I 
Similarly, in terms of a biorthogonal system { Ki, ‘Pi( y)}, i, j = 1,2,. . . , n, 
one defines the projection operator Py onto the given finite-dimensional 
space V,, by 
The associated tensor-product interpolation operator is the projection 
operator onto V,,@ V,,, given by 
(7) 
i.e., P(f) = P,P,,f. It is constructed so as to have the interpolation property 
on the m n-product linear functionals L,K,., i.e., 
L,K,g= L&f. (8) 
As, e.g., in [lo], the remainder E”= Rf = f - P(f) can be expressed in terms 
of the separate remainders of the univariate projection operators in the form 
Ef = q.f+ Ryf - R,R,f. (9) 
Since R,P(f)=O=R,P(f), (9) is equivalent to 
E”= R,_E+ R,E”- R,R$, (10) 
a form of the error identity which will be useful in the later comparison with 
the natural tensor-product method. 
3. INTERPOLATING AND REPRODUCING PROPERTIES 
The pseudo-inverse or Moore-Penrose [8] inverse of an m X n matrix F is 
the nxm matrix F+ defined and uniquely characterized by the four 
properties 
(i) FF +F = F, 
(ii) F+FF+=F+, 
(iii) (FF+)T= FF+, 
(iv) (F+F)‘= F+F. 
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The function defined by (4) satisfies the basic tensor-product interpolation 
property by virtue of the imposed consistency conditions in (1) and the first 
of these defining conditions. Because of this, one could use in (4) a more 
generalized inverse [9] (namely, any n X m matrix F - satisfying F = FF -F) 
in order for the resulting function to satisfy (8). However, (ii), (iii), and (iv) 
imply a number of stronger properties satisfied by the interpolant. One of 
these is idempotency: 
V(f))= T(f). (11) 
This follows by direct computation T( T ( f)) = KF +FF +FF +L’ = KF +L’, 
and (i) and (ii) above. 
Although idempotent and explicitly defined in terms of linear considera- 
tions, it should be emphasized that T is, in general, a nonlinear operator 
when viewed as acting on a bivariate space of functions. We distinguish this 
property with a numbered non-equality 
T(f+d+T(f)+T(d* (12) 
An exception to this nonlinear behavior occurs on every finite-dimensional 
subspace of the form V,,@ V,. Indeed, T not only is linear but reduces to the 
identity on every V,@ V,. If g E V,CG V,,, it is of the form g= cpA\k’, where A 
is an m x n matrix and 9, * are biorthogonal to { Li}, { Z$}, respectively. 
Hence, Tg = (cpA)A +(AW) = cpAW = g. Moreover, this is true for every pair 
of finite-dimensional function spaces for which the linear functionals are 
independent. Relating this to the interpolation of an arbitrary bivariate 
function (subject to applicability and consistency of the linear functionals), 
we conclude that T reproduces every associated tensor product interpolant 
off as defined in Sec. 2: 
V(f))=P(f) (13) 
and, obviously, 
V(f))=P(f)* (14) 
For independent linear functions the matrix F will generally (but not 
necessarily) be of full rank, say m < n. Then FF + = I,,, (the m x m identity 
matrix), and we can establish the stronger interpolating properties 
4CT(f ))=b(f )( Y), i=1,2 ,...,m, (15) 
i.e., T interpolates not only the product linear functionals K,Li but also the 
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partial linear functionals which are univariate functions in y. Similarly, in the 
full-rank case n < m, 
KiT(f)=Ki (f)(‘)T i=1,2 ,..., 12. (16) 
Finally, in the square case (n = m) with F nonsingular, we have F + = F - ’ 
and both (15) and (16) hold. We now examine the remainder in these various 
cases. 
4. REMAINDER FORMULAS 
Because of the nonlinearity the error in (4) is somewhat awkward to 
characterize in the conventional manner of linear approximation methods. 
Nonetheless, we can solve this problem indirectly and provide useful for- 
mulas relating the error in the approximation to the remainder operators of 
univariate interpolation problems. Specifically, the fact that T reproduces all 
associated tensor-product interpolants enables us to obtain representations of 
the remainder in terms of any of the corresponding univariate interpolation 
procedures that are well set for the univarite linear functionals. 
Let P,, P,,, R, = Z - P,, and R, = I- P,, be univariate projection operators 
as defined in Sec. 2, and Rf= E (x, y)=f(x, y) - T(f)(x, y). Taking some 
liberties with the notation, we have P,P,R (f) = P,P,E =0 from (14). But 
O=P,P,,E=(Z-R,)(Z-R,)E=E-R,E-R,E+R,R,E, or 
E = R,E + R,E - R,R,E. (17) 
This error identity has the same formal appearance as the one given by (10) 
for ordinary tensor-product interpolation. Here, however, E is independent 
of the specific univariate projectors. From (17), E = (I - P,)E + (I - PJE - 
R,R,E = 2E - P,E - P,,E - R,R,E. Hence, we have the alternative (albeit 
equivalent) identity 
E = R,R,E + P,E + PyE. (18) 
Applying the projectors P, and P,,, we obtain 
P,E=cp(L’-FF+L’) 
and 
PYE = (K- KF +F)‘I”. 
(19) 
(20) 
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In the special case rankF= m, (15) is satisfied (FF + = I,,,) and P,E = 0. 
Similarly, if rankF = 12 (F +F = I,,), then P,, E = 0. The case of greatest interest 
seems to be the square case n = m with F nonsingular. Then both P,E = 0 
and PYE = 0, and (18) reduces to 
E=R,R,E. (21) 
It should be remarked that although the error E is independent of specific 
finite-dimensional subspaces V,, V,,,, the identities above allow one to obtain 
specific representations (many of them) of this error in terms of known 
remainders associated with these univariate subspaces. We illustrate this 
point with an example. 
5. EXAMPLE 
Let f (x, y) be defined and “sufficiently smooth” on the unit square and 
o=x,<x,<... <x”_s=l, o=yi<y,<*** < y, _s = 1 be an arbitrary par- 
tition of the unit square. If we choose the linear functionals defined by 
af 
Lnf=,,(%-l~YL 
af 
K,f= ,,(X,YJ. 
(22) 
Kif=f(x~Yi-l)~ i=2,3,..., n-l, 
then (4), under the assumption of nonsingularity of F, interpolates the 
function on the 2n -4 grid lines and the normal derivatives around the 
square. 
One vehicle for obtaining an error representation for this bivariate 
interpolation problem is the remainder operator associated with generalized 
one-variable Hermite-polynomial interpolation of n - 2 function values and 
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first derivatives at the end points. This is well known and given in mean- 
value form as 
~,g=QCWY% (24 
where 
n-2 (x-q 
0(4=(~-xJ(x--n-2) n 7 
i=l 
(24) 
and 5, depending on x, lies between 0 and 1. With the appropriate argument, 
one can use this result combined with (21) to obtain the representation 
E(x,y)=Q(x)Q( y)E(“*“)(h), O<[<l, O<q<l, (25) 
where 
(26) 
An alternative means of obtaining an error expression for this same 
remainder is to use the remainder associated with univariate cubic spline 
interpolation [l]. In Peano kernel form the error for the bivariate problem 
can be represented as 
E(x,y)=J1/‘K(x,t)K( y,s)E(4~4)(~,t)o!sdt. 
0 0 
(27) 
From this one can obtain error bounds of the form 
IE (x,y)J < IlAllsC2maxIE(4,4)1, (26) 
where l)A\[ is the maximum mesh gage jjA(l =maxoc,_a[(xi- x*-i), 
( yi - yi-Jl and C is a constant independent of f. 
6. REPARAMETRIZATION 
On casual reflection it appears that the square case (n = m) leads to 
much stronger results than the general rectangular case. Specifically, the 
properties in (15), (16) and the “product” form of the error in (21) are all 
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satisfied. However, if we examine the tensor-product approximation in more 
detail, it is basically an equal-dimensional technique. To elaborate, if g 
=@A9’, where A is m X n, then there exists a linear reparametrization 
which allows us to write g= Z:,ihi(x) gi( y), where k =rankA. 
For the nonlinear interpolation scheme we are treating in this paper, 
consider the following “reparametrization” of the problem: Define new 
functionals by 
e’= FF+L’ (29) 
and 
% =KF+F. (30) 
Although nonlinear for arbitrary f( x, y), if we consider f(r, y) fixed these are 
sets of m,rr linear functionals related to L,K by least-square projection onto 
the column space of F and row space of F, respectively. This follows from 
the well-known finite-dimensional projection properties associated with FF + 
and F +F [9]. The dimensions of these reduced sets of functionals are both 
k =rankF. Moreover, it is tbe set of functionals that is reproduced by the 
formula (4), i.e., the strong properties in (15) and (16) are satisfied. Moreover, 
in terms of univariate remainders associated with this reduced set of func- 
tionals the “product” error form in (21) is satisfied, i.e., 
E = 4 ( f P, ( f F 
Here, of course, the remainder operators not only depend on specific 
univariate interpolation problems, but also on the specific interpolated 
function via the matrix F of discrete data taken from f(x, y). 
As indicated above, the point we are attempting to make here is that the 
tensor-product approximation is inherently equal-dimensional. In ordinary 
tensor-product methods the error behaves additively relative to the specific 
univariate remainders [Eqs. (9) and (lo)]. However, in the natural methods of 
this paper it has a multiplicative relationship to many associated univariate 
remainders [Eqs. (21) and (31)]. In order to obtain “strong” interpolating 
properties for the rectangular case (proper), one must consider alternatives 
to tensor products, most notably the powerful blending-function methods 
developed by Gordon [6, 71, or introduce auxiliary functions in some other 
way, as in the “hybrid” formula given below. 
7. APPLICATIONS 
We consider some applications, mainly to relate the interpolation formula 
presented in this paper to some established procedures. 
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(a) Integral equations 
The solution of certain integral equations by approximating a kernel 
K (x, y) by kernels of finite rank (tensor-product approximation) is an old idea. 
For example, a symmetric kernel for which there exists an expansion into 
eigenfunctions or Schmidt functions K(X, y) = CT= 1&cp, (x)qi ( y) is often re- 
placed by the degenerate kernel K,, = El= l&(r)cp,( y). In the framework of 
this paper this approximation is obtained by using the linear functionals 
&K’ s K(r,Y)cP,(X)dx [ =&,c~i( Y)], 
Z’Q= s K(x,Y)%( Y)dY [ =QP~(x)I* (32) 
In this case F = diag(X,, h,, . . . , A,,), and th e p rocedure is well conditioned and, 
in fact, reproduces the classical result. A second effective classical technique 
is based on Bateman’s interpolation method [2]. If we define 
-&x= K(x,Y,), 
&x’K(ri,Y)> i=l,2 >***, n, (33) 
the formula (4) can be shown equivalent to Bateman’s method. 
(b) Fourier expansion 
Let f ( X, y) have a doubly infinite expansion f (x, y) = XT= ,X T_ raiicpi (x) 
*j( Y)¶ where the {Q+(x)), {*i( Y)> are complete orthonormal systems (say 
with respect to integration) and the aii are the Fourier coefficients aii 
=Ilf(X9Y)9)i(x)\kj( Y)dxdY* 3X e usual truncated expansions reproduce func- 
tions with a finite number of terms; in the square case g(x, y) 
= X.1_ & ia@+ (r)qj( y). With the definitions 
&f= / f(%Y)%(4k 
w= /f(X,Y)\I’i( YPY, i=12 n, > >***, 
the formula in (4) will, in general, be of the form 
“ij’pi(x)*j( Y) 
i=li=n+l 
i=l i=n+l 
where (b,,) = ( uij) + . 
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(c) Suqace Representation 
Although the natural tensor-product interpolation method described 
above is related in its special cases to some classical ideas, particularly 
Bateman’s method, the author’s motivation stems from an entirely different 
source, namely the representation of surfaces from line-drawing data. These 
line data can be given in the form of four or more boundary curves and 
possibly normal-derivative constraints to these boundary curves, as in the 
example of Sec. 6. Specifically, in the design of physical objects draftsmen 
and designers describe surfaces by a skeletal network of curves. In connec- 
tion with computer-aided design and numerical control programs there is a 
need for approximating line data of this kind by simple bivariate functions. 
This new method and its generalizations described below can be added to 
the collection of schemes currently used for problems of this kind, e.g., 
deBoor’s bicubic spline [5], Coons’s patches [3], or the more general blend- 
ing-function methods developed by Gordon in [6] and [7]. 
8. GENERALIZATIONS 
We leave open the obvious question of what constitutes a natural 
generalization to n variables (n > 2). Instead, we restrict ourselves to two 
variables and mention two extensions of (4) which may be of some practical 
use. 
(a) Mixing Functions 
As the formula (4) stands there is one and only one interpolant solving 
the problem. However, it is advantageous to have a family of functions 
which solve the identical problem. A continuum of such solutions can be 
found by the simple device of adding on a given but arbitrary function to f, 
performing the interpolation, and then subtracting it from the result, i.e., 
where h(x, y) is an arbitrary function for which the consistency conditions in 
(1) are satisfied. Obviously, T(f) will have essentially the same interpolating 
properties with respect to f. The formula (36) is useful in applications 
principally for two reasons: 
(1) It can be used to stabilize a possibly ill-conditioned procedure. We 
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have tacitly ignored this question, but it is clear that in specific instances the 
numerical inversion of the matrix F can be a highly unstable process, 
especially as the dimension increases. 
(2) In the surface representation problem one does not have a function a 
priori defined but rather a fixed set of line data. In this case, one may want 
to control the shape of the interpolant to conform to some auxiliary criteria 
(aesthetic or other) on what is happening in between the network of lines. In 
this regard, the formula (36) provides the flexibility of the continuum 
without the “computational problem” of determining a choice function for 
the basic interpolation problem. 
(b) The Rectangular Case 
If mf n, as noted above, the strong interpolation problem for both sets 
of linear functionals, i.e., the satisfaction of both (15) and (16), is not solved 
by this method. However, in the notation of this paper consider the follow- 
ing extension of (4): 
H(f)=T(f)+K(Z,,-F+F)%“+cp(Z,,,-FF+)L’. (37) 
It is easy to verify that this formula satisfies both (15) and (16). In essence, 
with k =rankF we’ve had to supplement the given interpolation problem 
with n - k functions in y [the number of independent functions in the set 
(I,, - F +F)W] and m - k functions in x[+( I,,, - FF ‘)] in order to satisfy 
these stronger interpolatory properties. The formula (37) is a hybrid formula 
in that it combines the idea in (4) with the blending-function technique [7], 
Its remainder can be expressed in the “strong” or product form 
E = R,R,E, (38) 
where R, and Ry are the specific remainder operators associated with the 
spaces V, and V,,. 
Finally, the ideas expressed by (36) and (37) can be combined and we 
obtain somewhat more generality in the formula 
W)=H(f+h)-h(x,y). (39) 
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